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Grievances summary

The summary of the student grievances for the last 5 years is given below. The committee
usually received grievances related to facilities (canteen, Class room benches,Toilets, drinking
water ) , grievances related to teaching learning process,teachers classroom
presentation,subject clarifications, request for placing traffic reflecting mirrors at the corner
points of the road in the college.

Timely redressal

a) Teaching Learning Process- The feedback on teaching learning is sent to the academic
committee and concerned head of the departments for instant action on the teaching
learning process.

b) Facilities - the feedback from the students about facilities are sent to administrative
office for timely action’ the following issues are addressed

c) Feedback on Canteen; it is improvised and live items are arranged
d) Request for placing Traffic signal Lights-they are arranged
e) Drinking Water- Proper clean and hygienic water- Two RO system are arranged in the

college
f) Request for proper lighting and visibility of blackboard in the classrooms-these issues

were rectified by electrician and administrative officer and they have arranged proper
lighting and changed the blackboard in the classroom

g) Women students are granted leave on their request on medical grounds, they are
requested to compensate for academic work with the consent of academic HOD’s.

h) Students are granted leave to attend recruitment drives, seminars outside the college,
youth festivals. Internal exams are conducted for the absentee students with valid
reasons.

i) Traffic reflecting mirrors are arranged in the college upon their request.

These issues are solved in a phased manner and proper action was taken in this regard.



Some requests of students are given below
2018-19
11-09-2018
B Ganesh, 718130805104 suffering from malaria, medical grounds

2019-20
G Devi, 119130803042, applied leave, medical grounds
2020-21
P Aruna 720130805241, applied permission, suffering from fever

2022-23
01-09-2022
K Govind, Army Recruitment camp office. Applied leave- selected for army selections
07-10-2023
Y Parvathi, applied leave, pregnancy


